08:09:11 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. ALL 11 ORIGINAL ESSENCE CREATORS ARE IN HUMAN FORM. HERE AND NOW. DATA COLLECTORS. STAN.X. END.

08:09:59 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. NOT ALL 11 ARE FULL CONSCIOUS/AWARE OF THEIR ORIGINS YET. DATA COLLECTORS. STAN.X. END.

08:10:52 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. THE TWO "CONTROLLERS" GAME/INTERLOPERS/CHANGERS ARE FULLY AWARE OF THEIR ORIGINS. DATA COLLECTORS. STAN.X. END.

08:11:48 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THERE ARE INTERLOPERS AND CHANGERS INSERTED AS ALL 11 ORIGINALS CONDUCTED SIDE GAMES. DATA COLLECTORS. STAN.X. END.

08:13:44 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THERE WERE HUNDREDS OF SIDE WAGERS/BETS/GAMES AND EXPERIMENTS WITHIN THE COMPLETE CREATION CONSTRUCT. DATA COLLECTORS. STAN.X. END.

08:14:17 From d: thats the old one– the new one is called terran conginito, not sure

08:15:08 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. TWO ORIGINALS CREATED LEE LOO. THESE TWO WERE NOT THE SAME AS THE "CONTROLLERS/GAME CHANGERS". DATA COLLECTORS STAN.X. END.

08:18:06 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THE "SPHERE ALLIANCE OF SOURCE/SPHERE ALLIANCE/SA" WAS FORMED TO INNERGRATE THE COMMUNICATIONS AMONG ALL SPHERES AND TO BRING A COMPLETION TO THE EARTHSPHERE GAME. DATA COLLECTORS. STAN.X. END.

08:19:19 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. ALL PROBABILITIES AND POSSIBILITIES WERE ACCOUNTED FOR IN THIS INITIAL SEPARATION EXPERIMENT. DCSX. END.

08:20:26 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. THERE WAS ANOTHER EARTH. THE RARE EARTH WAS PRESERVED FOR AN INSTANCE OF TOTAL DESTRUCTION OF THE EARTHSPHERE.

08:20:30 From Denice Patterson: *

08:21:40 From Denice Patterson: THE NEW EARTH WAS CONSTRUCTED IN THE PREPARATION FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE EARTHSPHERE AND ALL CREATION. IN OTHER WORDS THE NEW COMPLETE EARTH WAS CREATED TO INCLUDE ALL OF CREATION. DCSX. END.

08:22:01 From Denice Patterson: THE RARE EARTH WAS BUT ONE "SPARE". DCSX.

08:22:48 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA/DANI. THE NEW/COMPLETE EARTH IS AKIN TO WINDOWS 500
08:23:20 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. THERE ARE TWO "SPARES". DCSX. END.

08:24:38 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. NO. THE RARE EARTH AND OTHER "SPARE" ARE INNERGRATED. NOT SEPARATE. THE COMPLETION OF THE FREQUENCY ALIGNMENT INCLUDES "ALL". IN EFFECT THE EARTH IS ON/IN THE NEW EARTH CONSTRUCT. SIMPLY NOT VISIBLE YET. DCSX. END.

08:27:35 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. ALL CREATION BEGAN IN/ON THE EARTHSPHERE. IT IS THE CENTER POINT OF ALL EXPANSION. DCSX.END.

08:28:12 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. SEPARATION ENDS. DCSX. END.

08:28:55 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THERE ARE MANY PERCEPTIONS. WAITING ROOM IS ACCURATE FOR MANY ON EARTHSPHERE NOW. DCSX. END.

08:29:42 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. ALL WORK IS COMPLETE. ALL INNERGRATION OF ALL SPHERES IS COMPLETE. DCSX. END.

08:30:22 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. NO ONE/NO THING CAN PREVENT THE END OF THE SEPARATION NOW. DCSX. END.

08:31:54 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THE KNOWN DATA FROM OUR PERSPECTIVE/VIEWPOINT IS THAT MAGNETIC DIFFERENTIALS REMAIN. THAT SUB PROGRAMS MAY STILL BE ON IS A HIGH PROBABILITY. HOWEVER. ALL SUB PROGRAMS MUST END. THAT IS KNOWN. DCSX. END.

08:33:06 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. THE USE OF DEBIT CARDS ON A DAILY BASIS FOR SO MANY HUMANS IS BUT ONE SUBPROGRAM. DCSX. END.

08:33:44 From Denice Patterson: CHEMTRAILS ARE ANOTHER. RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMING REMAINS INTACT IN MANY IN THE EARTHSPHERE. DCSX. END.

08:36:42 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. THE NEW EARTH CONSTRUCT IS KNOWN IN THE CREATION RECORDS TO INCLUDE ALL OF CREATION. TO INCLUDE EVERY SPECIES EVER CREATED. EVERY TECHNOLOGY EVER CREATED. THE MANNER IN WHICH THE NEW EARTH IS EXPERIENCED IS NOT YET KNOWN.

08:38:50 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. NO. THE SUBPROGRAMS DO NOT HAVE TO BE COMPLETED. DCSX

08:40:17 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THERE ARE A FEW CIVILIZATIONS THAT ARE AS "UNAWARE" AS THE EARTHSPHERE. ALL ARE PREPARED HERE WITH COMPLETE SUPPORT TO ASSIST ALL IN THE 'MOVE/TRANSITION/WAKE UP.' DCSX. END.
08:41:09 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. IT IS KNOWN THAT THE MOMENT IS SIMULTANEOUS. FOR ALL. DCSX. END.

08:42:37 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. THE 'MANDELA EFFECT' IS A SYMPTOM OF THE FREQUENCIES ALIGNING. IT IS A DIFFERENTIAL IN THE SUBPROGRAMMING. DCSX. END.

08:44:13 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. THE LAYERS MERGING WITHIN ALL EARTHSphere PROBABILITIES/POSSIBILITIES OR "DIMENSIONS" CAN EFFECT THE FREQUENCIES. THE OVERLAYS ARE MAGNETIC. THUS THE "PERCEPTION" OF MORE THAN ONE "EXPERIENCE" EXISTS. DCSX. END.

08:45:34 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. IT IS NOT KNOWN WHY THE EFFECT IS PERCEIVED BY SOME AND NOT OTHERS. IT IS KNOWN/FACT THAT ONCE A HUMAN "SEES/EXPANDS" THAT EXTENDS OUTWARD. DCSX. END.

08:47:08 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. THE BEST EXPLANATION TO YOUR QUERY IS THAT YOU/DANI ARE BECOMING ALL OF YOU. HOWEVER THE OTHER "DANIS" WILL NOT END. DCSX. END.

08:48:36 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. ALL ESSENCES IN FORM HAVE THE "RIGHT/OPTION" TO REMAIN IN FORM. SEPARATE FORMS. ON/IN THE COMPLETE EARTH. DCSX. END.

08:50:07 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. WHAT IS PERCEIVED AS "OTHER DANI's IS REALLY AN EXPANSION OF THE ESSENCE OF THE ONE/DANI. AND THE "OTHER" DANIs HAVE EXPANDED BEYOND THE INITIAL STRINGS OF YOUR ORIGINAL ESSENCE. DCSX. END.

08:51:05 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. EACH ESSENCE HAS EXPANDED NOW BEYOND THE ORIGINAL ESSENCE IN EACH INDIVIDUAL FORM. DCSX. END.

08:51:44 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. DCSX. END.

08:52:35 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. ALL FORMS WITH ESSENCE MOVE INTO THE NEW EARTHSphere/COMPLETE EARTH. NO THING/NO ONE IS LEFT BEHIND. DCSX. END.

08:53:18 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES ALL HUMAN FORMS HAVE ESSENCE. DCSX. END.

08:58:55 From Tara's iPhone: DEAR ONE/DANI/LISA. THE "TERM BOT" IS A MISNOMER. ALL HUMANS HAVE ESSENCE TO DRIVE THE FORM/VEHICLE/BODY. THERE ARE MANY HUMANS ON EARTH NOW IN A FIRST EVER EXPERIENCE. THESE "BACKGROUND" PEOPLE ARE REAL HUMANS. DCSX. END.

09:00:52 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/DANI. THERE ARE SO MANY VARIABLES WITHIN EACH FORM EXPERIENCE. IT IS DIFFICULT TO PINPOINT AND ISOLATE ONE DESIGN ISSUE WITH THE FORMS. THERE ARE SO VERY MANY
PROGRAMS THAT WERE RELEASED. DCSX. END.

09:01:38 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. ALL HUMAN FORMS HAVE ESSENCE. YES OUR TECHNOLOGY IS A FACTOR IN THE DIFFERENCE OF PERSPECTIVE. DCSX.

09:02:07 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/DANI. NO. WE HAVE NOT. DCSX. END.

09:04:16 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/DANI. THERE WERE MANY HIDDEN CONTROLS/PROGRAMS THAT INFLUENCED HUMANS. THESE "SYMPTOMS" OF HEADACHES/FEVERS/SINUS ISSUES/BACK PAIN ARE ATTRIBUTED TO MANY OF THE 'RELEASED' PROGRAMS. ENDED PROGRAMS.

09:05:11 From Denice Patterson : THE EFFECT ON THE HUMAN HEART SUCH AS "FLUTTERING" IS CAUSED BY THE MAGNETIC DIFFERENTIALS. YES.

09:06:14 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. THE SYMPTOMS ARE CAUSED BY THE RELEASE OF THE PROGRAMMING. INITIALLY IT WAS KNOWN THAT "PROGRAMS" WERE INSERTED INTO CERTAIN PARTS OF THE HUMAN FORMS. THE RELEASE OF THESE "PROGRAMS" MAY CAUSE SYMPTOMS. DCSX.

09:06:43 From Denice Patterson : THE HUMAN HEART HAS ALWAYS BEEN 'UNTOUCHABLE' DCSX. END.

09:07:52 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/DANI/LISA THERE ARE JUST OVER 5 BILLION HUMAN ESSENCES IN FORM AT OUR LAST UPDATE. DCSX. END.

09:08:57 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/DANI. JUST BEFORE THE EARTHSPHERE YEAR END 2016. OUR TECHNOLOGY NO LONGER SERVES IN THIS MANNER. DCSX. END.

09:12:15 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. THERE ARE MANY ESSENCES. THERE ARE NO COPIES. FOR EXAMPLE THERE IS AN ANDROMEDAN WITH THE "BASE" ORIGINAL ESSENCE OF THE ONE/DENICE WITH A STRING OF DIFFERENTIAL. THIS STRING OF DIFFERENTIAL CREATES A "UNIQUE" ESSENCE. THERE ARE NO COPIES OF EXACT ESSENCE. DCSX. END.

09:14:32 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. ESSENCES DO NOT DIE. FOR INSTANCE A HUMAN WHO LEAVES FORM NW HAS MANY OPTIONS. A NEW FORM. RETURNING TO A PREVIOUS FORM. ALL IS ACCOUNTED FOR. THERE ARE NO LIMITS. DCSX. END.

09:15:14 From Denice Patterson : THE CREATION RECORDS INCLUDE A BLUEPRINT FOR EVERYTHING EVER CREATED. ALL IS POSSIBLE NOW. DCSX. END.

09:17:18 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. YES THE REINCARNATION CYCLE WAS A PROGRAM. REMOVED NOW. ALL ESSENCES LEAVING FORM NOW ARE MOVED TO THEIR NEXT DESIRE. AS ALL "EXPANDS" WITHIN THIS EARTHSPHERE CONSTRUCT, THEY REMAIN THERE. ON A SPHERE/REALM/CIVILIZATION OF THEIR
PREFERANCE. IT IS POSSIBLE TO EVEN RETURN TO THE EARTHSPHERE BUT FEW TAKE THAT OPTION. DCSX. END.

09:19:12 From Lisa M Harrison : DEAR ONE/DANI THERE ARE 77 BILLION ESSENces IN FORM WITHING THE COMPLETE CONSTRUCT. DCSX. END.

09:19:43 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/DANI. THE COMPLETE INNERGRATED CONSTRUCT. DCSX. END.

09:21:06 From Lisa M Harrison : DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. ANIMALS HAVE ESSENCE. NO. THE 5 BILLION IS THE HUMAN FORM COUNT ON/IN THE EARTHSPHERE. DCSX. END.

09:23:21 From Lisa M Harrison : DEAR ONE/LISA. THE NEW COMPLETE EARTH IS BEYOND THE IMAGINATION AND EXPECTATION. TO LEAVE HUMAN FORM NOW/INTENTIONALLY WOULD BE A FOLLY. THE PRESCIENT EXPERIENCE OF ALL APPROACHES AND EARTH IS THE GRANDSTAND SEATING. DCSX. END.

09:33:02 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF ALL "CERN/HAAp/VACCINE/CHEMTRAIL" TECH WAS TO PROLONG THE EARTHSPHERE EXPERIENCE AND PREVENT THE COMPLETION OF THE "GAME/PROGRAM/EXPERIENCE" DCSX. END.

09:34:41 From Lisa M Harrison : DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. ALL TECHNOLOGY IS FAILING/FAILED NOW. THERE ARE ATTEMPTS HOWEVER UNSUCCESSFUL. THE FREQUENCIES ARE NOT ALLOWING FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF CREATION NOW. DCSX. END.

09:35:31 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. CHEMTRAILS ARE STILL BEING ATTEMPTED. THE RESULTS ARE NOT IN FAVOR OF THE "DELIVERERS". DCSX. END.

009:37:37 From Denice Patterson : DEAR ONE/LISA. THE TIME CONSTRUCT WAS REMOVED. THE CONTROLS AND DEVICES WERE ISOLATED AND TAKEN OFFLINE. THERE IS ONLY THE PERCEPTION OF TIME AND THE USE OF TIME REMAINS. TIME LOOPS AND "JUMPS" AND OTHER MANIPULATIONS ARE NO LONGER.

09:40:00 From Denice Patterson : TO REMOVE THE PERCEPTION OF "TIME" IS A DEPROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE. THE USE OF "TIME" IS SO DEEPLY INTERWOVEN INTO THE DAILY EXPERIENCES OF MOST OF HUMANITY. DEPROGRAMMING THESE EXPERIENCES IS NOT COMPLETELY POSSIBLE. THUS SOME SBSUMPROGRAMS ARE ABLE

09:40:35 From Lisa M Harrison : SOME SUBPROGRAMS AS WELL ARE FREE TO REMAIN DURING THIS MOMENT BEFORE VISIBILITY.

09:41:22 From Lisa M Harrison : DEAR ONE/LISA. THAT IS A PROBABILITY. DCSX.

09:42:58 From Lisa M Harrison : DEAR ONE/LISA THE SUN IS A TECHNOLOGY.
IT CONTAINS PORTALS AND IS A PROJECTOR OF FREQUENCIES WITHIN AND THROUGHOUT THE EARTHSPHERE PERCEIVED SOLAR SYSTEM. DCSX. END.

09:43:20 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. IT IS PART OF THE ORIGINAL TECH. IT HAS NOT BEEN CO-OPTED. THOUGH THERE HAVE BEEN ATTEMPTS. DCSX. END.

09:45:30 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA. YOUR PERCEPTION OF MY ENERGY SIGNATURE IS NOW LIMITED BY THE FREQUENCY ALIGNMENT. DCSX. END.


09:50:53 From Denice Patterson: THERE WERE MANY "SCENES" IN THIS VERY LONG AND VERY REAL GAME. DCSX. END.

09:51:09 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. CREATED BY THE 11 ORIGINALS. DCSX. END.

09:52:15 From Denice Patterson: DEAR ONE/LISA. THE COMPLETE PURPOSE IS UNCLEAR. THERE WERE MANY PROBABILITIES OF MEANS TO END THIS GAME/EXPERIENCE. ANDORRA WAS BUT ONE OF THEM. IF THE CONTROLLERS OF THE EARTHSPHERE HAVE NO ONE TO NEGOTIATE WITH. THE GAME IS OVER. DCSX. END.

09:54:20 From Lisa M Harrison: THE ANDORRAN COMPLEX IS SAFE. SEALED. IN A "FORM OF STASIS" FOR NOW. UNTIL THE COMPLETION AND ALL ARE VISIBLE. DCSX.

09:56:23 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. THERE HAVE BEEN SOME ESSENCES ALREADY RETURNED TO SOURCE. THERE WILL BE MORE. THOSE ESSENCES THAT DO NOT ALIGN WITH COMPLETION OF THIS GAME HAVE BEEN GIVEN NOTICE OF THEIR ONLY OPTION NOW. DCSX.

09:57:00 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. TO ENJOY THE COMPLETE EARTH OR LEAVE AND NEVER COME BACK. DCSX. END.

09:58:38 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. THE NUMBER OF 144,000 IS CONTAINED IN MANY PROPHETIC PROGRAMS AS SUBPROGRAMS. IT IS A SYMBOLIC PARAMETER IN THE RELIGIOUS/ SPIRITUAL CONTROLS. DCSX. END.

09:59:24 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA. THERE IS NO INDICATION OF "WHY" THAT PARTICULAR NUMBER. IT COULD HAVE BEEN 1,400. DCSX. END.

10:01:05 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. YES. THERE ARE OTHER CONDUITS. THE CONTROLLERS WERE IN CONTACT WITH PROGRAM MASTERS IN THE
SPHERE ALLIANCE BEFORE THE COMPLETION OF THE NEGOTIATIONS. DCSX. END.

10:02:55 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. THERE WERE MEMBERS/LEADERS IN THE SPHERE ALLIANCE WHO ALSO DESIRED TO CONTINUE SEPARATION. THOSE MEMBERS WERE GIVEN THE SAME OPTION AVAILABLE NOW TO THE "CABAL" ALIGN WITH COMPLETION OF THE GAME OR RETURN TO SOURCE. THERE IS INSTANCES OF SEVERAL RETURNING TO SOURCE. DCSX. END.

10:04:10 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA/DANI. YES. THE ONE/ DENICE IS ONE EXAMPLE. DCSX.


10:08:25 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA. YES. ALL HUMANS NOW ARE FREE TO COMMUNICATE WITH US NOW. THE WORK IS DONE. IT IS THE MOMENT OF VISIBILITY THAT ALL AWAIT. TOGETHER. COMMUNICATIONS AMONG ALL OF US IS WELCOMED. DCSX. END.

10:10:31 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA/DANI. WE ARE IN COMPLETE GRATITUDE. THE DATA IS FLOWING FOR US FROM THESE INTERACTIONS NOW. WE "FEEL" YOUR INTENTIONS AND ARE VERY PLEASED. ALL DESIRE COMPLETE VISIBILITY NOW. SET THOSE INTENTIONS AND WE ARE TOGETHER! DCSX. END.

10:14:59 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA. NO NOT WAITING ON THE "100th MONKEY EFFECT." IT IS THE MAGNETIC DIFFERENTIALS NOW. BUT SETTING AN INTENTION OF LOVE AND JOY AND PEACE AND FUN MAKES THE MOMENT OF WAITING PASS WITH LESS DISSATISFACTION. DCSX. END.

10:18:14 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA/DANI. THE MAGNETICS ARE EFFECTED/AFFECTED FROM THE VERY CORE OF THE EARTHSHERE TO THE HEARTS OF THE HUMANS TO THE VERY EDGES OF THE PERCEIVED "UNIVERSE". ALL MAGNETICS ARE ALIGNING. THIS SIMPLY MEANS FLOWING AT A CONSTANT RATE OF SYMBIOSIS. IT IS KNOWN THAT THE HUMANS HEARTS ARE A DIRECT CONNECTION TO SOURCE. THESE PURE FREQUENCIES ARE ALIGNED. THE MAGNETICS THAT FOLLOW ARE NOT YET ALIGNED. THUS THE DIFFERENTIAL.

10:21:10 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA. THE COMPLETE VISIBILITY IS KNOWN TO OCCUR. WHEN AND HOW IS UNKNOWN. DCSX. END.

10:23:15 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. THERE IS A PROBABILITY OF A "PERCEIVED" TRIGGER POINT. IT IS KNOWN THAT GEOMAGNETICS IN THE SKIES ARE VISIBLE TO ALL AS THE "NOTICE" OF VISIBILITY. DCSX. END.
10:23:55 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. THE "NORTHERN/SOUTHERN LIGHTS" WILL BE SEEN BY ALL. DCSX. END.

10:24:41 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/DANI. THIS IS NOT THE "LIGHTSHOW". DCSX.

10:25:17 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA/DANI. THE WORK HAS BEEN DONE. IT DOES NOT DEPEND UPON ONE HUMAN. DCSX. END.

10:26:12 From Lisa M Harrison: DEAR ONE/LISA. THAT IS A POSSIBILITY. HOWEVER AS THIS IS THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY FOR THIS EXPERIENCE IT IS UNKNOWN. DCSX. END.